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employee, a proper state minister, a female state
minister’s assistant (no, they do not work in the
same resort and leave the country’s administration up to others), journalists and photographers,
a psychiatrist and head of the psychiatric ward
at a major hospital, a teacher and writer who has
just published his second crime novel, a female
director of corporate training films and now
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and author of cartoon books and, yours truly, a
marketing and communications advisor working
in Germany and Luxembourg.
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Marc Thill—who have successfully published
a trilogy of photobooks leading readers to the
country’s secret and forgotten places, which are
truly inspiring for writers and those who want
to secretly dispose of, well, let’s say, something.
The scene is too young and small to have
developed subgenres yet or a true series of wellestablished fictional characters and detectives,
though Schank’s Commissaire Mathieu or Feltgen’s Kommissar Tom Becker investigate in two
or more novels and are on the way to becoming classics associated with the Grand Duchy.
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True murder and mystery in Luxembourgish fiction is a very, very young discipline,
dating in its origins back not more than six or
seven years. Not a long time for authors—having real-life jobs and being located outside a
state penitentiary—to have written a plethora of
books. Those who have done extremely well are
Monique Feltgen and Marco Schank, with five
and seven books, respectively, being regularly
on top notches in Luxembourg’s best-seller lists.
Feltgen has also published some short crime
stories as an audiobook. E-books are currently
being tested by Luxembourg’s most important
publishing house, éditions saint-paul, which
has also published an anthology of crime stories written by thirteen- to twenty-year-old
students. I am glad to report, there will be no
shortage of qualified culprits and killers in the
years to come.
Taking a closer look at Luxembourg bookstore shelves (and you bet I did after my own
first crime novel came out!), you will come
across names like Corinne Bauer, Pierre Decock,
Marc Graas, Jhemp Hoscheit, Laura Laberge,
and a team—Marc Wilwert and his partners in
crime Claude Feyereisen, Luc Marteling, and
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Likewise, it is too early to discover common
characteristics of Luxembourg’s crime scene,
such as violence against women as a popular
topic in contemporary Swedish crime fiction, or
an unhealthy trend of surgical details in serialkiller novels as a formal concept.
But if I were being interrogated by hitmen
in a dark, soundproof building far, far away
from here and was forced to issue a statement,
I would suggest that Luxembourgish crime fiction is like the country and its population itself:
charming, inviting, thrilling, and very creative,
if convinced of an idea. Dangerously, if this happens to be crime.
So, non-Lux writers and dear readers: it
pays to watch out for true Luxembourgish crime
fiction and its genuine creators. Accept no fakes!
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